
The skills learned in Emotional Connection have 
produced immediate and impactful results in the 
overall working relationships at various levels in 
our organization.

– Jake Johnson, VP of COMMERCIAL, SYNTHEGO

For us to grow and continue to spread our 
knowledge around the world, it has to start with 
our connection. I think learning how to manage 
our emotions so that we can strengthen our 
connections helped us to focus on improving 
people’s lives together.

– Fay Christodoulou, Ph.D., Chief Science Officer, MIROCULUS

Human-Centered Skills for Individuals, 
Teams, and Organizations

Emotions are powerful,
inclusive, and universal

LEAD THE
HUMAN-CENTERED
ORGANIZATION

3,000+
People trained

700+
Cases completed

in positive connections transformation

EMOTIONS MATTER

TRAINING PROGRAMS

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
Learn to cultivate human-to-human
connections to step up and put
in effort, ingenuity, and heart.

CONFLICT RESOLUTION
Use a scientific methodology to discover 
a consistent pathway to restore, reengage, 
and repair the connections.

PROFESSIONAL 
SERVICES

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
Strengthen leadership skills
to positively influence the team 
and organizational performance.

When negative emotions control our behavior, 
work relationships suffer. We become 
disengaged and unproductive over time.

 

• EC1: The Fundamentals of Emotional 
Connection (2-hrs) 

Learning the language of emotions and becoming 
comfortable with responding to stressful situations increases 
self-awareness that builds individual confidence to engage 
in effective emotional dialogue. 

• EC2: Negative Interactions and Preserving 
Connections (2-hrs) 

When interactions turn negative, people either attack or 
withdraw. Learning the negative cycle, recognizing 
automatic responses, and slowing down the process, 
preserves the connection, allowing for better collaboration 
and productivity.

• EC3: Bonding Conversations to Strengthen 
Connections (2-hrs) 

Learning to lead bonding conversations improves and 
strengthens emotional connections allowing for better 
execution, engagement, and growth.

• The EmC Master Class Certification (8-hr)

On-demand, self-paced 8-module course to deeply learn 
the science of emotions and apply the process of emotional 
connection to deescalate negative interactions, repair 
relationships, improve resilience, and create positive work 
environments.     

• Trainer Certification
For those with a deep interest in emotional connection, this 
program builds on the EmC Master Class through an 
additional 4-module course plus coaching over a six-month 
period to hone the skills necessary to teach the emotional 
connection process to others.

Courses are accredited by:
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EmCLeaders.com   •   hello@emcleaders.com
800.651.4121   •   +1-714-992-4561

• open enrollment • customized • virtual • on-demand • blended

• individual • team • organization-wide
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Why EmC Leaders? The EmC Roadmap
Creating an environment where people grow, 
develop, and connect, feel safe, and productive 
requires a roadmap to building durable 
relationships.

Our proven Emotional Connection roadmap 
results in meeting attachment needs, 
generating positive feelings of restored safety, 
and reengaging to reignite motivation, 
innovation, and productivity.

Our methodology is built on  50 
years of scientific research in 
attachment theory, providing a 
pathway for a positive and nurturing 
environment where people can 
bring their whole self to work.

Emotional Connection (EmC) can help your 
organization be flexible, fluid, and equipped 
to deal with challenges and uncertainty.

EmC Leaders effectively integrates a holistic 
approach to connect at a deeper level so that 
people are well prepared for what’s ahead.

De-escalate by creating safety,
expressing emotions and fears,
and normalizing reactions.

Restructure negative interactions
with bonding conversations and
responding to attachment needs.

Integrate by engaging
in a positive cycle of
interactions and emotions.
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RESPECTFUL CONNECTED

COLLABORATIVE

NOURISHING TRUSTING

SUPPORTIVE HOLISTIC TEAM-BASED WELLNESS


